
 
Editorial: 

December 2017 
 

 Sad to say that I have to start the Xmas catalogue with a moan! 

The situation regarding the distribution of the Frontiers record label 

has been a major bone of contention this year. Some titles have been 

unavailable for months (…and still are!). I have reported the 

problem time and again to the label directly who have now just 

chosen to ignore my e mails….nice. It now appears that the label 

have elected to change distributor again (5th or 6th time? I am losing 

count!). Consequently, a number of titles will remain unavailable 

until the new distribution partner kicks in from January 2018. Titles 

currently impacted include Revolution Saints, Tyketto, Phantom V, 

The Nights and Treat. If you are awaiting your copy….I can only 

apologise. We will get your CD’s to you as soon as we can. 

 On a more positive note, Sir Dave has been hitting the Red Bull 

(…whiskey?) in order to come up with a host of cracking reviews for 

you all to peruse before the year is out. Thanks mate….and for all 

your efforts each and every year. Very much appreciated. 

 I would also like to offer my thanks to all of you for your amazing 

support throughout 2017. 21 years and counting……phew!! 

 As the industry takes a break for the festive season, so do we. 

Please note the following Winter closure dates: 
 

Closed: 

Friday 22
nd

 December  to 

Friday 5
th

 January inclusive 

-------------------------------------------- 

Re-open: 

Monday 8
th

 January 2018 
 

 Finally, I would like to wish you all a very happy Christmas and an 

awesome New Year. I hope you drink too much, eat too much (I 

intend to) and that you don’t have to spend too long with people you 

have been avoiding all year!! Ha ha!! 

 We will be back again in 2018 refreshed and ready to go with a 

new Magnum CD just around the corner… 

Simon 
      

~ Playlist ~ 
         

Dave    1) Propsekt – The Illuminated Sky 

  Classy, sophisticated prog. metal from Oxford. Brilliant! 

    2) Vandenberg’s Moonkings - MKII 

  Old school, retro masterclass. 

   3) Steve Walsh – Black Butterfly 

  Kansas legend returns with smouldering solo set. 

   4) Shakra – Snakes & Ladders 

  Really nails the classic Gotthard sound. 

   5) Code Red - Incendiary 

  Upbeat, effervescent AOR from Sweden. 
 

       

~ Main Catalogue ~ 
 

~ CD: Top 10 Sellers ~ 
 

             
 

  1. Sons Of Apollo Psychotic Symmetry (2CD) £15.75 

    Sons Of Apollo Psychotic Symmetry £11.75 

  2. Europe Walk The Earth £11.50 

  3. Heaven And Earth Hard To Kill (CD+DVD) £12.95 

  4. King King Exile & Grace £10.95 

  5. Revolution Saints Light In The Dark (CD+DVD) £11.95 

    Revolution Saints Light In The Dark £11.50 

  6. Threshold Legends Of The Shires (2CD) £11.95 

  7. Serenity Lionheart £12.95 

  8. U.F.O. The Salentino Cuts £14.95 

  9. Sorcerer The Crowning Of The Fire King £12.95 

10. Power Quest Sixth Dimension £11.95 
 

~ CD: Best Sellers ~ 
 

 Airbound Airbound £11.95 

 Angel Nation Aeon £11.95 

 Appice Sinister £12.95 

 Autograph Get Off Your Ass £12.95 

 Beck, Robin Love Is Coming £11.50 

 Bigfoot Bigfoot £11.50 

 Black Country Comm. BCCIV £11.75 

 Bush, Stan Change The World £13.50 

 Cats In Space Scarecrow £11.95 

 Cavanagh, Daniel Monochrome £10.95 

 Code Red Incendiary £13.50 

 Coldspell A New World Arise £12.50 

 Cyhra Letters To Myself £11.95 

 Da Vinci Ambition Rocks £13.50 

 Darkness, The Pinewood Smile £11.50 

 Delain A Decade Of Delain – Live At 

  Paradise (2CD+DVD+Blu-ray) £21.00 

 Dirty Thrills Heavy Living £11.50 

 Edoff, Martina We Will Align £13.50 

 Europe Walk The Earth £11.50 

 Exit Eden Rhapsodies In Black £12.50 

 Fozzy Judas £11.95 

 Gardner, Hirsh My Brain Needs A 

  Holiday (2CD) £12.95 

 Gun Favourite Pleasures £11.50 

 Gypsy Soul Winners And Losers £12.50 

 H.E.A.T Into The Great Unknown £11.50 

 Heaven And Earth Hard To Kill (CD+DVD) £12.95 

 Jag Panzer The Deviant Chord £12.95 

 Kee Of Hearts Kee Of Hearts £11.50 

 King King Exile & Grace £10.95 

 Kulick, Bob Skeletons In The Closet £12.95 

 L.A. Guns Missing Piece £11.50 

 Lyytinen, Erja Wildflower £11.95 

 Metalite Heroes In Time £11.95 

 Midnite City Midnite City £13.50 

 Mills, Tony Streets Of Chance £13.95 

 Montrose Montrose (Deluxe 2CD) £12.95 

 Montrose Paper Money (Deluxe 2CD) £12.95 

 Montrose, Ronnie 10x10 £11.95 

 Moritz About Time Too £11.95 

 Newman Aerial £13.50 

 Nicholls, Jared James Black Magic £12.95 

 Nocturnal Rites Phoenix (Ltd. +1) £13.95 



 Nocturnal Rites Phoenix £11.50 

 Orden Ogan Gunmen (Ltd. CD+DVD) £13.95 

 Orden Ogan Gunmen £12.95 

 Panzer Fatal Command £10.50 

 Phantom V Play II Win £11.50 

 Pineapple Thief, The Where We Stood (CD+DVD) £10.95 

 Plant, Robert Carry Fire £12.95 

 Popa Chubby Two Dogs £11.50 

 Power Quest Sixth Dimension £11.95 

 Prospekt The Illuminated Sky £13.95 

 Quatro, Scott & Powell Quatro, Scott & Powell £11.95 

 Quireboys White Trash Blues £11.95 

 Revolution Saints Light In The Dark (CD+DVD) £11.95 

 Revolution Saints Light In The Dark £11.50 

 Rhino Bucket The Last Real Rock n Roll £14.95 

 Rock Candy Funk Party  

  The Groove Cubed £11.75 

 Rudd, Phil Head Job £12.95 

 Serenity Lionheart £12.95 

 Serious Black Magic (Ltd. 2CD) £14.50 

 Serious Black Magic £11.50 

 Skarlett Riot Regenerate £12.95 

 Slaughter, Mark Halfway There £12.95 

 Sons Of Apollo Psychotic Symmetry (2CD) £15.75 

 Sons Of Apollo Psychotic Symmetry £11.75 

 Steelheart Through Worlds Of Stardust £11.50 

 Stevens, Jon Starlight £11.50 

 Tangerine Dream Quantum Gate £9.95 

 Target In Range (Jimi Jamison) £12.50 

 Threshold Legends Of The Shires (2CD) £11.95 

 Tower Of Babel Lake Of Fire (Joe Stump) £12.95 

 Trivium The Sin And The Sentence £11.95 

 Trout, Walter We’re All In This Together £11.95 

 Tyketto Live From Milan (CD+DVD) £11.95 

 U.F.O. The Salentino Cuts £14.95 

 Voodoo Six Make Way For The King £11.50 

 Voyager Ghost Mile £11.50 

 Vuur In This Moment We Are Free £11.95 

 Wayward Sons Ghosts Of Yet To Come £11.50 

 White Skull Will Of The Strong £12.95 

 Whitesnake 1987: 30th Anniversary 

  (4CD+DVD) £36.95 

 Whitesnake 1987: 30th Anniversary (2CD) £12.95 

 Within Silence Return From The Shadows £11.95 

 Wizard Fallen Kings £14.95 
 

~ CD: New Releases/Additions ~  
    

November 2017: 
 

7HY (Seven Hard Years) 

  For The Record £11.95 

 Almanac Kingslayer (CD+DVD) £11.95 

 Amberian Dawn Darkness Of Eternity £12.95 

 Annihilator For The Demented £11.50 

 Arrayan Path Dawn Of Aquarius £11.95 

 Axemaster Crawling Chaos £13.95 

 Babylon A.D. Revelation Highway £11.50 

 Beast In Black Berserker £10.50 

 Black Aces Anywhere But Here £11.95 

 Black Sabbath The End (2CD) £12.95 

 Blues Pills Lady In Gold – Live (2CD) £11.95 

 Boulevard IV: Luminescence £15.95 

 Very limited quantity available in stock. 

 Boken Witt Rebels Brpken Witt Rebels £11.75 

 Cooper, Alice Paranormal Tour Edition £9.95 

 Dante Fox Six String Revolver £13.50 

 Dark Element, The The Dark Element £11.50 

 Deep Purple Infinite Gold Edition £12.95 

 Dokken Live…’95 (2CD) £11.95 

 Downes Braide Association 

  Skyscraper Souls £11.95 

 Dragonhammer Obscurity £12.95 

 Electric Wizard Wizard Bloody Wizard £11.75 

 Elvenking Secrets Of The Magick Grimoire 

  (Ltd. +4) £13.95 

 Elvenking Secrets Of The Magick Grimoire £11.50 

 Evanescence Synthesis (CD/DVD) £14.95 

 Evanescence Synthesis £11.95 

 Excalibur The Dark Age Of The Dragon £11.95 

 Firehouse 3/Good Acoustics/Hold Your 

  Fire/Firehouse (3CD) £13.95 

 Fish, Samantha Belle Of The West £12.95 

 Galactic Cowboys Long Way Back To The Moon £11.75 

 Greta Van Fleet From The Fires £11.50 

 Guns N Roses Live In Japan 1988 (2CD) £11.95 

 GWAR The Blood Of The Gods £12.95 

 Hagar, Sammy Turn Up The Music Live 1979 £9.95 

 Houston III £12.50 

 Hughes, Glenn Building The Perfect Machine 

  (2CD) £12.95 

 Hughes, Glenn Songs In The Key Of Rock 

  (3CD) £14.50 

 Iron Maiden The Book Of Souls: Live 

  Chapter (2CD+Book) £21.00 

 Postage dependent on weight! 

 Iron Maiden The Book Of Souls: Live 

  Chapter (2CD) £11.95 

 Jaimz/Vokins Time Machine £12.95 

 Jeff Lynne’s ELO Wembley Or Bust 

  (2CD+Blu-ray) £21.00 

 Jeff Lynne’s ELO Wembley Or Bust (2CD+DVD) £18.95 

 Jeff Lynne’s ELO Wembley Or Bust £12.50 

 John Steel (Featuring Doogie White) 

  Everything Or Nothing £11.95 

 Kansas Leftoverture Live And Beyond 

  (2CD) £13.50 

 Licence Licence 2 Rock £16.50 

 Madam X Monstrocity £12.95 

 Masters Of Disguise Alpha/Omega £12.95 

 Metallica Master Of Puppets (Box Set) £140.00 

 Postage dependent on weight! 

 Metallica Master Of Puppets (3CD) £20.00 

 Mindfeels XXTwenty £12.95 

 Missing Persons Live In New York 1981 £9.95 

 Moonspell 1755 £12.95 

 Mystery Second Home (2CD) £12.95 

 Night Legion Night Legion £14.95 

 Pendulum Of Fortune Searching For The God Inside £11.95 

 Pink Cream 69 Headstrong (2CD) £14.50 

 Bonus live disc. 

 Primal Fear Best Of (2CD/4 New) £14.50 

 Radio Sun, The Unstoppable £16.50 

 RAM Rod £12.95 

 Rose Tattoo Tatts Live In Brunswick 1982 £12.95 

 Santa Cruz Bad Blood Rising £11.95 

 Sarzi, Enrico Drive Through £11.95 

 Saxon Decade Of The Eagle 

  1979 – 1988 (2CD) £12.95 

 Seger, Bob I Knew You When £11.95 

 Shakra Snakes 7 Ladders £13.95 

 Shark Island Law Of The Order/Live At The 

  Whiskey (2CD) £13.95 

 Sleeping Romance Alba £12.75 

 Sorcerer The Crowning Of The Fire King £12.95 

 Soto, Jeff Scott Retribution £11.50 

 Spock’s Beard Snow Live (2CD+2DVD) £17.95 

 Stalker Shadow Of The Sword £12.75 

 Stormbringer Born A Dying Breed £11.95 

 Sweet Sensational Sweet: The Wild 

  Bunch ’71-’78 (9CD) £60.00 

 Postage dependant on weight. 

 Sweet & Lynch Unified £11.50 

 Tarja From Spirits & Ghosts £11.50 

 Toto Tokyo Broadcast 1980 £9.95 

 Trust Live Hellfest 2017 (CD+DVD) £11.50 

 Turner, Martin Argus Through The Looking 

  Glass £11.95 

 Tyrants Reign Fragments Of Time £11.95 

 Van Halen In The Club (Live 1975 & 1978) £9.95 

 Vandenberg’s M’Kings MKII £11.95 



 Virgil & Steve Howe Nexus £11.95 

 Von Hertzen Brothers War Is Over £11.95 

 Walsh, Steve Black Butterfly £12.50 

 Weton Downes Icon Zero £11.95 

 Wild Rose ‘4’ £11.95 

 Wildestarr Beyond The Rain £12.95 

 Wildness Wildness £13.50 

 Wolff, Jessica Grounded £16.50 
    

December 2017: 
 

 American Dog Unfinished Business (2CD) £13.95 

 Live and unreleased. 

 Avenged Sevenfold The Stage Deluxe £14.95 

 Bell, Eric Standing At A Bus Stop £11.95 

 Circle Of Silence The Crimson Throne £14.95 

 Coronatus Secrets Of Nature £14.95 

 Crash Midnight Lost In The City £11.95 

 Doom Side Of The Moon 

  Doom Side Of The Moon £11.75 

 Eisley/Goldy Blood, Guts & Games £11.50 

 Eternal Flight Retrofuture £14.95 

 Evergrey Solitude Dominance Tragedy £13.95 

 Remaster plus bonus track. 

 Evergrey The Dark Discovery £13.95 

 Remaster plus bonus track. 

 Flower Kings A Kingdom Of Colours 1995 –  

  2002 (10CD) £35.00 

 Postage dependant on weight. 

 Hammerfall Glory To The Brave: 20 Year 

  Anniversary (2CD+DVD) £13.95 

 Hittman Hittman (Reissue) £12.50 

 Iron Savior Reforged – Riding On Fire (2CD) £13.95 

 Jess & The Ancient Ones 

  The Horse & Other Weird Tales £12.95 

 Joe Elliot’s Down n Outz 

  The Further Live Adventures of 

  (2CD+DVD) £15.95 

 Jono Life £11.50 

 Kaledon Carnagus: Emperor Of Darkness £12.95 

 Kerzner, Dave Static £11.95 

 Kiss The Gun Nightmares £12.95 

 Lonewolf Raised On Metal £14.95 

 Mattsson, Lars Eric Sand And Blood £12.95 

 Operation: Mindcrime The New Reality £11.50 

 Pretty Boy Floyd Public Enemies £11.50 

 Raintimes Raintimes £11.50 

 Rush A Farewell To Kings (3CD) £19.95 

 Secret Rule The Key To The World £16.50 

 Spike Blue Eyed Soul + Live London £11.95 

 Status Minor Three Faces Of Antione £12.95 

 Sweet The Polydor Albums (4CD) £19.95 

 Thunder Christmas Day (CD/EP) £6.95 

 Vice Veni Vidi Vici £15.50 

 Warrior Soul Back On The Lash £11.95 

 Whitesnake Purple Tour Live £11.95 

 Whitesnake Purple Tour Live (CD+Blu-ray) £16.95 

 Whitesnake Purple Tour Live (CD+DVD) £15.50 
    

January 2018: 
 

 Anvil Pounding The Pavement £12.95 

 Audrey Horne Blackout £12.95 

 Loudness Rise To Glory £11.50 

 Magnum Lost On The Road To Eternity £12.95 

 Poodles Prisma £12.95 
 

~ DVD: Best Sellers ~ 
 

 DVD’s are Region ‘2’ (Europe) or Region ‘0’ (All) unless stated. 
  

 Beck, Jeff Live At The Hollywood Bowl 

  (DVD+2CD) £16.95 

 Beck, Jeff Live At The Hollywood Bowl £12.95 

 Black Sabbath The End (DVD+CD) £15.95 

 Black Sabbath The End £12.95 

 Blues Pills Lady In Gold – Live In Paris 

  (DVD+2CD) £15.95 
 

~ DVD: New Releases ~ 
     

 Mystery Second Home £14.95 
 

~ Blu-ray: Best Sellers ~ 
 

 Beck, Jeff Live At The Hollywood Bowl £14.95 

 Black Sabbath The End (Blu-ray+CD) £21.00 

 Black Sabbath The End £14.95 

 Blues Pills Lady In Gold – Live In Paris 

  (Blu-ray+2CD) £16.95 

 Deep Purple From Here To Infinite £13.95 

 Spock’s Beard Snow Live (2xBlu-ray) £19.95 

 Tyketto Live From Milan £15.95 
 

~ Blu-ray: New Releases ~ 
    

December 2017: 
 

 Joe Elliot’s Down n Outz 

  The Further Live Adventures of £16.95 
 

~ Reviews ~ 
 

Appice – Sinister 
 

 When you consider that drumming legends Carmine and Vinny 

Appice have been part of the very fabric of the rock and metal 

establishment for just about as long as anyone still blessed with most 

of their own teeth can remember, it’s nothing short of amazing that 

it’s taken them more than 40 years to record and release a studio 

album together. With a combined pedigree that covers everything 

from Vanilla Fudge to Black Sabbath, Dio to Blue Murder the 

Appice name alone was always going to raise eyebrows, but when 

you factor illustrious alumni such as Craig Goldy, Joel Hoekstra, 

Tony Franklin, Paul Shortino and Chas West (to name but five) into 

the mix as well, anticipation levels go clean off the charts! 

Drumming duties are split pretty evenly with the brothers sometimes 

doubling up, sometimes letting the style most suited to the song take 

the lead, although the predominantly instrumental ‘Drum Wars’ has a 

real gladiatorial feel with both Carmine and Vinny each vying to 

outdo the other – the split channel delivery also helps to accentuate 

the combatant feel. Featuring a mix of both new material and 

revisited classics from their long and remarkable careers, musically 

speaking ‘Sinister’ is predominantly old school hard rock on the cusp 

of metal, although the menacing title track which kicks things off has 

more of a post-modern Alter Bridge sort of sound to it. Carmine gets 

in on the act vocally with his surprisingly bluesy roar doing a 

tremendous job on ‘You Got Me Running’, whilst Shortino and 

Robin McAuley do themselves proud on ‘Monsters And Heroes’ 

(billed as a tribute to the late great Ronnie James Dio) and ‘Riot’ (a 

gutsy reimagining of the Blue Murder classic) respectively. 

Elsewhere ‘Killing Floor’, ‘Suddenly’, ‘Danger’ and ‘Future Past’ all 

hit home with the precision of a laser guided bomb. I was expecting a 

slap on the back drum fest that was pretty much unlistenable to 

anyone but drummers, what ‘Sinister’ actually delivers is some truly 

great drumming within the context of remarkably good songs! 
 

Babylon AD - Revelation Highway 
 

 Another blast from the past returning to the studio with their own 

particular brand of Sunset Strip cock rock strut, Babylon A.D. release 

‘Revelation Highway’, their first new studio album in nearly 20 

years. Still consisting of the same five guys who set out on the pot 

hole strewn highway to stardom / obscurity (delete as appropriate) 

more than 30 years ago, Babylon A.D. were (for me at least) always 

one of those bands that didn’t sit comfortably in the genre mags like 

Kerrang! chose to stick them in. Sleazy for sure, but with much more 

songwriting substance than most, they always slotted in alongside the 

likes of Cinderella or Y&T in my book – just revisit their debut and 

you’ll see exactly what I mean. Anyway, point made (if somewhat 

largely moot), let’s lift the lid on ‘Revelation Highway’ and see what 

Babylon A.D. have to offer to a modern day audience shall we? 

Quite a lot as it turns out … swagger, energy, melody and attitude are 

still at the forefront of their twin guitar, riff drenched attack; a 

diverse collection of songs such as the hooky ‘One Million Miles’, 

raging ‘Crash And Burn’ or low slung ‘She Likes To Give It’ all 



showcasing a surprisingly authentic Babylon A.D. sound that seems 

to have survived largely unscathed down the years. Vocalist Derek 

Davis still has a Dave Meneketti tone at times which gives Y&T 

flashbacks every once in a while (no bad thing in my book), his 

authoritative vocal snarl really helping to nail that 80’s attitude 

driven sound even further. A rather pleasant surprise I must say.  
 

Bigfoot – Bigfoot 
 

 Up and coming rockers from Wigan in the North of England, five 

piece Bigfoot have come quite a long way since they first appeared 

on the scene three or so years ago. They’ve released a couple of well 

received EP’s thus far (although personally I thought the songs 

sounded a tad flat when compared to the live versions), but now it’s 

time to step up to the plate with their eponymously titled debut. A 

twin guitar quintet built around the satisfyingly powerful vocals of 

Antony Ellis, the sound they’ve honed on stage over the last couple 

of years has finally been captured for posterity. Brash, full of energy 

and exuberance; theirs may not be the most sophisticated or refined 

aural assault on your ears this autumn, but what they lack in finely 

tuned finesse is more than made up for with attack and confidence. 

Furthermore, as I’ve only seen them in a supporting role thus far 

some of the finer subtleties of their melodies were lost in the mix; 

fortunately they’ve been brought to the fore now in all their glory and 

boy are they infectious! Imagine the bluesy suss of Inglorious 

meeting the gritty swagger of Wayward Sons and you won’t be too 

far off the mark when you try to get a handle on tracks such as the 

broodingly atmospheric ‘Never Alone’, low slung ‘The Devil In Me’ 

or impossibly addictive ‘The Fear’ (that riff is just sooo contagious, 

and the melody reminds me of Ten!). Then there’s the near nine 

minute epic ‘Yours’ which closes out the album, a slow burning 

monster cut from the same cloth as bands like Thunder … impressive 

stuff for sure! The production is crisp and clear, the delivery totally 

on the money and deadly serious – I predict good things for Bigfoot 

in the next few years!  
 

Code Red – Incendiary 
 

 Anyone with long memories out there remember Sahara, the 

Swedish band who released a single, self-titled album the best part of 

two decades ago? Their singer was a guy named Ulrick Lönnqvist 

who has spent the best part of his time since then writing songs with 

and for other people, but after a bit of persuasion from the mighty 

Daniel Flores he’s been tempted back behind the mic for 

‘Incendiary’, the debut album from Code Red (although in some 

circles it seems to be being touted as a solo project). Joined by 

members of Swedish Erotica, Palace and Dionysus, Lönnqvist and 

Flores have crafted an album of dynamic Swedish AOR which 

ventures freely into heavier (yet equally melodic) hard rock territory. 

It may sound a tad formulaic in places (then again, it’s next to 

impossible to be original in this genre), but the songs are strong and 

memorable enough for that not to matter. Boasting a big, powerful 

sound characterised by lush keyboards, crunching guitars and warmly 

resonating vocals, I defy anyone to listen to tracks like ‘My 

Hollywood Ending’, ‘I Won’t Be Your Hero’, ‘Eternal Pretender’ or 

‘Forever And A Day’ more than twice without getting an impossible 

to resist urge to sing along to the choruses at the very least. The 

Swede’s have always excelled at this kind of stuff (their attitude 

towards music in schools from an early age is a model we all should 

follow), and ‘Incendiary’ picks up the gauntlet lain down by the likes 

of H.E.A.T and Houston and proudly strides forward. Classy, catchy 

and dynamic, you won’t find a more uplifting set of songs anywhere 

this side of Christmas!  
 

Cyhra – Letters To Myself 
 

 Championed last month by our very own ‘Ead’itter with the by-line 

‘Immense melodic power metal’, Cyhra is a bit of a Scandinavian 

supergroup project featuring former members of In Flames, 

Amaranthe, Rhapsody and Shining. Built around erstwhile In Flames 

guitarist / songwriter Jesper Strömblad and ex Amaranthe singer 

Joacim 'Jake E' Lundberg, the Cyhra debut ‘Letters To Myself’ offers 

up a veritable explosion of searing riffs, dystopian melodrama and 

angst ridden melodies. With the In Flames connection I was 

expecting more of a death metal sound; yet whilst the riffs are heavy 

and uncompromising for the most part (save for the odd atmosphere 

laden cut like ‘Closure’), the ostentatious melody quotient and 

soaring vocals are classic 21st century power metal! Amaranthe are 

an obvious reference point to start with; the intense, yet undeniably 

hook laden barrage of riffs on ‘Karma’, ‘Letter To Myself’ and 

‘Rescue Ride’ et all highly reminiscent of their delightfully twisted, 

amphetamine fuelled take on gothic metal … imagine Sepultura 

taking Edenbridge up the jacksie and … well, you get the picture. 

Thankfully, whilst this is over the top intense and filled with angst 

from the get go, the variety of moods and tempos between cuts like 

‘Dark Clarity’ at one end of the spectrum and ‘Inside A Lullaby’ at 

the other makes for a multifaceted dynamic which engages from start 

to finish. Powerful riffs, soaring, deliciously dark vocal melodies and 

a wonderfully bombastic sense of theatre make ‘Letters To Myself’ 

one of the best debuts of 2017 … well spotted Mr. C! 
 

Dark Element - Dark Element 
 

 After dabbling with a solo career on 2014’s ‘Shine’ opus, former 

Nightwish / Alyson Avenue chanteuse Anette Olzon returns to the 

scene with what could be a very promising band situation indeed. 

That band goes under the handle of The Dark Element, a band that 

sees Anette hook up with former Sonata Arctica guitarist Jani 

Liimatainen to record an eponymous debut that will really make 

people sit up and take notice! Much more theatrical and 

melodramatic than anything Jani recorded with Sonata Arctica (or 

indeed Cain’s Offering) it strides boldly into the gothic metal 

territory defined by giants such as Nightwish (natch), Epica, Within 

Temptation and the much missed After Forever. Much as I enjoyed 

her performances with Alyson Avenue, Anette’s voice was always 

much more suited to the baroque grandeur off Nightwish, her 

contribution to both ‘Dark Passion Play’ and ‘Imaginareum’ exactly 

what the band needed to drive them forward following the less that 

amicable departure of original vocalist Tarja Turunen. And given a 

similar musical canvas on which to leave her mark, Anette once 

again delivers a masterclass of a performance. Heavily orchestrated 

and dynamic, the sound on tracks like ‘My Sweet Mystery’, ‘Here’s 

To You’ and ‘The Ghost And The Reaper’ may be brash and in your 

face, but there’s a steely metallic charm and surfeit of colossal 

melodies that leaves you in no doubt that The Dark Element are 

deadly serious in their quest. Powering majestically through a set 

punctuated by one soaring peak after another, Olzon and Liimatainen 

have chanced upon a formula that could, no make that should, pay 

off spectacularly … impressive! 
 

Eisley / Goldy 
Blood, Guts And Games 

 

 During the mid to late 80’s the name of David Glen Eisley was 

synonymous with quality MHR / AOR, his tenure with bands like 

Giuffria and Dirty White Boy ensuring him a solid and enduring fan 

base. After Dirty White Boy folded however he dropped off the 

radar, resurfacing briefly around the turn of the millennium with a 

couple of solo releases (although to be fair one was a demo 

retrospective) before disappearing from view once again, this time 

seemingly for good. Thankfully, erstwhile Giuffria colleague and 

long-time friend Craig Goldy (Dio, etc.) has tempted him out of exile 

to release ‘Blood, Guts And Games’ under the Eisley / Goldy banner. 

Joined by journeyman drummer Ron Wikso and helped out here and 

there (so I’m told) by original Giuffria bassist Chuck Wright, the 

dynamic duo have actually conjured an album that evokes very 

strong memories of that classic Giuffria sound. Heavy on emotion 

and melody, awash with moody keyboards and piquant guitars all 

topped off with that gritty, yet warmly charismatic vocal there’s a 

genuine ‘we have nothing whatsoever to prove’ swagger to tracks 

like ‘The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter’ (video is up on YouTube if you 

want to judge for yourself), the epic ‘No More Prayers In The Night’, 

pomp charged ‘Wings Of A Hurricane’ and barbed ‘Soul Of 

madness’. Shame they couldn’t have tempted ol’ Gregg Giuffria 

himself out of retirement to add a few extra special keyboard 

flourishes, but as it stands ‘Blood, Guts And Games’ will do nicely! 

Hopefully this is just the beginning…  
 

Gypsy Soul – Winners And Losers 
 

 Whilst not exactly new (all the songs here date back to the late 

80’s), ‘Winners And Losers’ is nevertheless a formidable historical 

document that the good folks over at Escape have rescued from the 



vaults. Put together in 1987 under the aegis of legendary guitarist / 

producer Ronnie Montrose, Gypsy Soul was one of those bands 

brimming with promise that never seemed to get the right breaks. 

Featuring vocalist Johnny Edwards (who later replaced Lou Gramm 

in Foreigner) and then up and coming guitarist JK Northrup (King 

Kobra, etc.), the band recorded a bunch of demos over a two year 

period but amazingly never managed to land themselves that illusive 

deal. Paying homage to 70’s greats like Free, Bad Company and 

Whitesnake but delivering with all the 80’s power of Lion / Bad 

Moon Rising and Tangier, ‘Winners And Losers’ is a fourteen track 

compilation which cherry picks some of the best tracks they ever 

recorded and presents them for your delectations. OK, the production 

isn’t perhaps quite as polished as it would have been had they 

recorded an album back in the day, but honestly that doesn’t matter 

... in fact, there’s a raw edginess to these tracks that gives them the 

kind of live spontaneity a lot of bands struggle to capture in the 

studio at great time and expense. So, sit back, kick off your shoes and 

imbibe the likes of ‘Ready For The Rain’, ‘Fire And Water’ (no, not 

that one!), ‘Sheila’ and ‘Rough Life’ and ask yourself what kind of 

numb nuts record company exec passed on Gypsy Soul first time 

round?! Simple yet sophisticated, raw and dynamic with plenty of 

guitar histrionics … surely this is what rock n’ roll is all about yes?  
 

Jag Panzer – The Deviant Chord 
 

 So little time and space yet so many new releases … where to start 

is the question. Hitting the top of the review pile just as the shutters 

came down last month is ‘The Deviant Chord’, the latest release from 

Harry Conklin and on again / off again US power metaller’s Jag 

Panzer. Early pioneers in post NWOBHM US power metal, Jag 

Panzer were perhaps originally best remembered as the band that 

launched the career of shredmeister guitarist Joey Tafolla. At their 

creative peak in the 90’s – to this day 97’s ‘The Fourth Judgement’ 

ranks amongst my favourite US power metal album – their 

progressively infused metallic angst putting them up there with the 

likes of Angel Dust to these ears. The last incarnation of the band 

folded soon after the release of 2011’s ‘The Scourge Of The Light’ 

album, but lo and behold they’re back, and with arguably their classic 

line up (the one that recorded the aforementioned ‘the Fourth 

Judgement’). Boasting a riff packed sound pitched somewhere 

between Iron Maiden, Iced Earth, Judas Priest and Metallica , ‘The 

Deviant Chord’ will absolutely scare the shit out of the pink n’ fluffy 

brigade. Tafolla and rhythm guitarist Mark Briody whip up a 

veritable storm of thunderous riffs and fluid solos, yet as usual, what 

sets Jag Panzer apart from the herd is their injection of deft time 

changes and the odd progressive arrangement; all perfectly sculpted 

to keep your attention from wandering – simplistic, pedal to the 

metal stuff this ain’t. From the militaristic beat of ‘Foggy Dew’ (a 

traditional Irish ballad delivered in a way the original writers could 

never have imagined), through the smouldering ‘Long Awaited 

Kiss’, or rampaging ‘Born Of The Flame’ (complete with trademark 

Conklin high octane vocals) to the razor sharp intensity of title track 

‘The Deviant Chord’, Jag Panzer take no prisoners. Unleash the fury!  
 

L.A. Guns – The Missing Piece 
 

 Have to admit, I was never much of a fan of late 80’s sleaze. To 

these ears most bands were either third rate Motley Crue clones or 

Hanoi Rocks wannabees, and to someone more interested in the likes 

of Queensryche, Tesla or Tangier their ‘seemingly’ un-channelled 

aggression was little more than distracting background noise. 

However, in the years following the grunge apocalypse I kind of 

developed a grudging respect for bands of that ilk I suppose, if only 

for their two fingered salute to the saccharine sweet commercial 

dross that effectively killed hard rock as a commercial force. That 

said, with little or no expectations of the much vaunted Phil Lewis / 

Tracii Guns reunion – I remember first seeing the former when he 

was a Girl! – the L.A. Guns ‘comeback’ album ‘The Missing Piece’ 

has been struggling to get to the top of the review pile for a few 

weeks now, always something newer and shinier taking precedent. 

However, it’s finally made its way to the top, and you know what, it 

ain’t half bad! Grizzled riffs, antsy vocals and a punk like sense of 

the anarchic still reign supreme, but I have to say I wasn’t expecting 

a batch of songs anything like as good as this. The acerbic riffs of 

opener ‘It’s All The Same To Me’ dump your ass back in the LA 

gutters of the late 80’s where marauding monsters such as ‘Sticky 

Fingers’, ‘Speed’, ‘Don’t Bring A Knife To A Gunfight’ and ‘A 

Drop Of Bleach’ tear you a new one before kicking you back 

battered and bruised to a wholly altered present. Attacking each song 

with the same ferocity they mustered 30 years ago, this reinvigorated 

L.A. Guns line up could certainly teach all the Scandinavian sleaze 

pretenders a thing or two. Surprises are best when they’re totally 

unexpected, so credit where it’s due because L.A. Guns have really 

delivered! 
 

Tony Mills – Streets Of Chance 
 

 We last heard from former Shy / TNT vocalist Tony Mills a couple 

of years ago with the somewhat dark and melancholic ‘Over My 

Dead Body’ album. Reflective of a lot of the personal stuff that was 

going on in his life at the time, it was nevertheless a finely crafted 

voyage of discovery that shifted between between hope and despair 

and back again. Skip forward a couple of years however and Tony 

would appear to have found peace and tranquillity once again; as 

such ‘Streets Of Chance’ turns out to be a much more upbeat, bright 

and frothy sojourn back to his AOR roots. Aided and abetted by a 

cast that includes the likes of Tommy Denander, Joel Hoekstra, Pete, 

Newdeck, Robby Boebel and Eric Ragno (amongst others), this latest 

solo offering marks a swift 180 degree turn as it bathes in the warm 

glow of 80’s MHR / AOR at its best. You don’t need me to tell you 

how good a vocalist Mills is (his passion imbued performance once 

again adds the warmth and character most vocalists would kill for), 

but if you’re a fan of bright, keyboard laced hard rock with a real 

commercial bent you do need me to tell you just how good a release 

this is. Yes indeed, there’s a joyous uplifting feel that oozes from 

every pore of ‘Scars’, ‘Legacy’, ‘Dream On’ and the like, echoes of 

late 80’s Shy mixed in with Mills’ other Rango collaboration China 

Blue. Winter may be fast approaching, but ‘Streets Of Chance’ will 

warm your soul with all the energy of a tropical summer day … nice 

one Tony!  
 

Jared James Nichols 
Black Magic 

 

 Wisconsin born blues rocker now based out of LA, Jared James 

Nichols made quite a splash this side of the pond a couple of years 

ago with his debut full length release ‘Old Glory & The Wild 

Revival’. Unashamedly 70’s retro in execution, the album saw Jared 

channel everybody from Leslie West to Ted Nugent to Zak Wylde; 

thumping, guitar driven anthems carrying the day as the studio 

versions took on a whole new dimension on stage. A near constant 

presence on the European live circuit ever since (I caught him with 

Glenn Hughes up in Holmfirth), his ‘take the music to the people’ 

attitude has really started to reap dividends in terms of market share 

… now it’s time to prove ‘Old Glory…’ wasn’t just a one shot deal 

as sophomore set ‘Black Magic’ strains at the leash to be heard. First 

thing you’ll notice is the length (or lack thereof), the ten tracks 

totalling less than 30 minutes making it seem more like an EP by 

today’s standards. That said, personally speaking ten great tracks as 

opposed to fifteen, half of which are fillers is better value in my book 

so I’m not about to pull the guy up on that score. Noticeably heavier 

and more intense than the debut, what really strikes home about 

‘Black Magic’ is that this time around, Jared and the boys have done 

a much better job at capturing that moody, off the cuff live feel. 

You’ll notice it as soon as the screaming wall of guitars that is ‘Last 

Chance’ kicks in, and even on less pacey numbers such as the 

southern fried ‘Home’ or the funky ‘Honey Forgive Me’ the sonic 

uplift hits you straight between the eyes. For a guy who wasn’t even 

born when this sound was big news first time round, his take is not 

only authentic; it actually enhances it even further. Raw, raucous and 

soaked in heavy blues guitars, ‘Black Magic’ is a worthy follow up 

which will no doubt push his standing even higher. Bring it on dude!  
 

Operation: Mindcrime 
The New Reality 

 

 Third and final instalment in the progressive metal trilogy fronted 

by former Queensryche vocalist Geoff Tate under the Operation: 

Mindcrime banner, ‘The New Reality’ concludes the dark and 

ominous journey began back in 2015 with ‘The Key’ and continued 

with last year’s ‘Resurrection’ set. The project name of course 



alludes to Queensryche’s 1988 watershed album of the same name, 

but in spirit I’ve always found it to be much closer to the avant-garde 

sounds of the equally beguiling ‘Rage For Order’. It isn’t particularly 

easy listening or immediately accessible (especially for those used to 

the bog standard verse, chorus, verse chorus etc. model), but (as with 

‘Rage…’) there’s a sinuous complexity that sinks its tendrils deeper 

into your subconscious with every listen until the penny drops. 

Backed by broadly the same cast of players as graced albums one and 

two (Kelly Gray, Brian Tichy, etc.), Tate once again looms guru like 

over a project finally befitting of his talents. With very little in the 

way of musical boundaries to inhibit them, Tate and his cohorts 

explore a multitude of moods and styles, yet for the most part 

manage to maintain the dynamic melodrama that they captured so 

effectively before … I say for the most part as I would have liked to 

see a little more in the way of up-tempo metallic oomph creep in like 

it did last time. With tracks like ‘The Fear’, ‘All For What’ and ‘The 

New Reality’ the band seem to be in an oft questioning, some might 

say sombre mood, that at times harks back to ‘Hear In The Now 

Frontier’ (but in a good way), whilst ‘A Head Long Jump’ has all the 

bittersweet malevolence of ‘Rage…’ at its most exquisitely twisted. 

The least immediately accessible album of the three, but a fitting end 

to what has been a somewhat unexpected, and therefore all the more 

welcome, return to form by Geoff Tate. 
 

Pendulum Of Fortune 
Searching For The God Inside 

 

 I just don’t get the mentality of the suits in the music industry at 

times. You get soulless, vapid shite rammed down your throat 

through every available medium on a 24/7 basis, yet material that 

merits some serious attention gets pushed out the back door with 

barely a mention … take the ‘Searching For The God Inside’ debut 

by Pendulum Of Fortune for example. Formed a couple of years ago 

by erstwhile Eloy drummer Bodo Schopf, you would have thought 

that his name alone plus that of PC69 / Voodoo Circle front man 

David Readman would have been enough to get the press excited but 

no, the media silence has been somewhat deafening. Their loss I 

guess but it can hardly be encouraging for the four piece, particularly 

when you take a closer look at the quality of the songs involved. 

Steeped in the best 70’s / 80’s retro traditions yet embracing the 

subtle intricacies a 21st century production affords, ‘Searching For 

The God Inside’ echoes Rainbow, Sabbath, Metallica, MSG et all yet 

isn’t particularly derivative of anyone. Crushingly heavy riffs – 

bassist Franky R. (MSG) and classically trained Russian guitarist 

Vladimir Shevyakov have certainly created a dynamic wall of sound 

bristling with melancholic melodrama – searing solos, angst ridden 

vocal melodies (Readman is on his usual tip top form), undulating 

moods and varied tempos are the order of the day throughout with 

swaggering juggernauts like ‘I Can’t Escape No More’ (very 

Rainbow) and ‘Higher’ (Aldrich era Whitesnake), or the shimmering 

‘Timer After Time’ (Metallica meets Scorpions) illuminating an 

album filled with highs. Buck the trend and buy into something 

tangible, trust me, you won’t regret it! 
 

Phantom 5 – Play To Win 
 

 Aside from Scorpions (who were always in a class of their own 

anyway), for ol’ farts like me n’ Simon German melodic rock at its 

best could be summed up in just two words … Bonfire and Mad Max 

(ok, I lied, maybe three!) ‘Fire Works’ not only raised the bar it took 

the fight to the predominantly US led invasion from across the 

Atlantic, and whilst ‘Night Of Passion’ didn’t quite have the same 

impact in a commercial sense, it nevertheless helped establish 

German MHR as a force to be reckoned with on a global scale. Both 

bands are still active in one form or another, but if you want a shot of 

pure mid 80’s adrenaline a la those two great releases, you won’t find 

better than Phantom 5. Featuring original Bonfire vocalist Claus 

Lessmann and Mad Max main man Michael Voss (as well as Robert 

Boebel and Axel Kruse), their self-titled debut was a swaggering mix 

of the two with a little Fair Warning thrown in for good measure. As 

for album number two ‘Play To Win’ … it’s more of the same, only 

bigger and better. Bigger sound, bigger riffs, bigger songs – hell, I 

suspect even the sandwiches consumed during recording and mixing 

were supersized! But in all seriousness, the swagger instilled into 

each and every song is “fuck off” super cool! Take opening couplet 

‘The Change In You’ and ‘Crossfire’ for example, riff strewn slabs 

of pure melodramatic Bonfire at their grandiloquent best if ever I 

heard it! But it doesn’t just stop there, I’ve played the album through 

four times back to back today and still can’t find a chink in their 

armour … nope, nothing remotely weak or sub-par on offer (to these 

ears at any rate). Add great hooks, bombastic choruses and big 

guitars (with nary a down tuned riff in sight) and by anyone’s 

standards you have a deliciously intoxicating brew you’ll want to 

taste again and again. Hell, even the production echoes Michael 

Wagner circa ‘Fire Works’! Get out the lederhosen and the good 

beer; this is one trip back to the 80’s you won’t want to miss!  
 

Prospekt – The Illuminated Sky 
 

 The mighty Threshold aside, the UK has never really had that 

much to compete with the European and North American progressive 

metal onslaught … or so we’re lead to believe at any rate. Wrong! 

They might not get anything like the more mainstream exposure their 

talents deserve, but there are actually some damn fine acts to be 

heard if you know where to look … take Prospekt for example. 

Hailing from Oxford, this young quintet debuted about four years ago 

with the at times jaw dropping ‘The Colourless Sunrise’, their 

technical dexterity and innate musicality exploding in a supernova of 

melody and sound. There have been a couple of line-up changes 

since that release (a new vocalist and keyboard player), but 

sophomore set ‘The Illuminated Sky’ is every bit as good, no make 

that better! Thunderous riffs, neck snapping time changes, cavernous 

peaks and troughs, bold arrangements and grandiose orchestration all 

combining together to make a tumultuous, all pervasive wall of 

sound as unstoppable as your average tsunami! If you’re looking for 

pointers think a mixture of Dream Theater and Symphony X intensity 

laced with the ostentatiousness of early Circus Maximus and the 

intimate melodic intensity of the currently MIA Enchant, and you’ll 

be in broadly the right ball park. Guitarist Greg Howe and 

Dragonforce vocalist Marc Hudson make guest appearances on a 

track apiece, but in all fairness to them (and no disrespect intended) it 

doesn’t really add anything to the once again breath-taking main 

band performance. From soaring interludes such as ‘Distant 

Anamnesis’, through all consuming epics like the gargantuan ‘Where 

Masters Fall’ or title track ‘The Illuminated Sky’ to dystopian rages 

‘Titan’ and ‘In The Shadows Of The Earth’, ‘The Illuminated Sky’ is 

a technical masterclass dripping with melody and emotion. Shout it 

from the rooftops, Prospekt are amazing! 
 

Shakra – Snakes & Ladders 
 

 They may not quite have the strength in numbers of places like 

Germany or Sweden, but with class acts like Krokus, Gotthard, China 

and Shakra (to name but four) flying the flag, Switzerland has a ‘per 

capita’ quality ratio second to none! Cut from the same ‘Bonfire 

meets AC/DC’ inspired cloth as Gotthard; Shakra may not have 

scaled quite the same dizzying heights as their fellow countrymen, 

but their recorded output (to me at any rate) is just as strong. Follow 

up to last year’s ‘High Noon’ set, ‘Snakes & Ladders’ is the eleventh 

studio set to carry the Shakra motif, and boy does it rock! The 

moody, Eastern tinged mysticism laced throughout opener 

‘Cassandra’s Curse’ is as near a perfect opening gambit as you’ll find 

anywhere this year, it’s relentless riffs and warm vocal melodies the 

equal of anything Gotthard have produced in recent years – for what 

it’s worth I think it ranks amongst the best things Shakra have ever 

written. And having latched onto something of a vibe, the band grasp 

it with both hands, up-tempo incendiary bombs like ‘Friday 

Nightmare’, ‘Medicine Man’ and ‘The Race Of My Life’ guaranteed 

to keep ‘em rockin’ in the aisles. Tempering their high octane 

outbursts with more measured tracks – excellent closer ‘The End Of 

Days’ (very Heep meets da Scorps) for example, the brooding 

‘Snakes & Ladders’ or the ethereal ‘Open Water’ – also helps to 

define an album that burns long and bright. Bigger hooks, bigger riffs 

and more vibrant songs make this the best Shakra release since 

‘Rising’ … moody, powerful MHR with a metallic spine, just what 

the doctor ordered! 
 

Jeff Scott Soto – Retribution 
 

 One of the ‘go to guy’ singers since the mid 1980’s, Jeff Scott Soto 

is a true enigma; a consistent and rare talent that many consider (me 

included) to be genuine hard rock / heavy metal royalty. His 



distinctive, instantly recognisable voice has graced countless great 

albums over the years, the name alone an assurance of quality you 

could take to the bank any day of the week. Currently fronting the 

superb Sons Of Apollo as well as his own band S.O.T.O., Jeff has 

still found the time to sit down with Howie Simon (one of the most 

underappreciated guitarists on the planet in my humble opinion) to 

pen a clutch of songs for a new solo release (his sixth). Follow up to 

2012’s critically acclaimed ‘Damage Control’ opus, put simply 

‘Retribution’ is Jeff doing what Jeff does best! Filled to the brim with 

punchy melodic rockers characterised by searing guitars and 

bombastic keyboard splashes, this release is much more classic rock 

a la Talisman than the smoking modern day metal of S.O.T.O. … not 

that there’s anything remotely wrong with the latter of course! From 

low slung, smouldering ballads like ‘Feels Like Forever’ to chest 

beating anthems such as ‘Inside Outside’ (very Talisman) or 

marauding monsters like ‘Rage Of The Year’ (my current favourite 

track and a sure-fire winner as a set opener), this album celebrates the 

golden age of arena rock yet delivers it in a production that is totally 

in the here and now. Jeff is on fire vocally, and as for Howie … 

wow, as I said earlier, quite why this guy isn’t mentioned in the same 

breath as recognised greats like Doug Aldrich is beyond me! I could 

go on throwing superlatives at ‘Retribution’ all day, but I guess by 

now you’ve gotten the picture … magnificent!  
 

Sweet & Lynch 
Unified 

 

 Dokken were one of LA’s brightest stars in the MTV fuelled 

halcyon days of the mid / late 80’s … and perhaps one of its biggest 

casualties. The very fact that vocalist Don Dokken and guitarist 

George Lynch had a fractious relationship at best made for some 

great music (think Mogg / Schenker a decade earlier), but despite 

several attempts at reuniting and numerous different line ups, 

Dokken have never really gotten close to that classic late 80’s sound. 

Indeed, when Lynch teamed up with Stryper frontman Michael 

Sweet for 2015’s ‘Only To Rise’, not only was the general consensus 

positive, most commentators seemed to share the view that it was the 

best ‘Dokken’ album in more than 25 years! As you can imagine 

then, hopes and expectations for follow up ‘Unified’ are running 

pretty high. Things start off quite brightly with the pacey ‘Promised 

Land’ (classic Dokken), but get even more interesting when the 

Black Crowes meets Aerosmith meets Queen strut of ‘Walk’ 

shimmies into view – not only have Sweet & Lynch nailed the 

Dokken thing again, they’ve now started to evolve and develop a 

style and sound of their own. ‘Afterlife’ has a gloomy, almost 

Sabbath like gait to it, ‘Better Man’ a low slung bluesy swagger 

(think latter day Stryper meets Dokken at a Whitesnake tribute), 

whilst the acerbic ‘Find Your Way’ could almost be W.A.S.P. Sweet 

and Lynch (ably abetted once again by Brian Tichy and James 

Lomenzo) seem to bring out the best in one another in exactly the 

same way that Lynch and Dokken didn’t (sorry, paraphrasing ‘The 

Hitchhikers Guide To The Galaxy’ there), and this deliciously 

eclectic but compelling set of songs marks the second stage in a 

journey I’d like to see go much, much further. Great songs, great 

playing, great vibe … nice one! 
 

Target – In Range 
 

A Memphis based melodic rock troupe that achieved modest success 

in the States in the mid / late 70’s, Target are probably best 

remembered this side of the pond as the band that launched the career 

of Survivor / Cobra legend Jimi Jamison (RIP). They cut a brace of 

albums for A&M – an eponymous debut in ’76 and ‘Captured’ a year 

later (both reissued on CD last year by Rock Candy) – before 

eventually grinding to a halt in the early 80’s. As it transpires 

however, a third album ‘In Range’ was recorded in ’79 but for one 

reason or another was never released … until now that is. Hats off to 

the guys at Escape for getting this one into the public domain 

because it is without doubt the best thing ever recorded under the 

Target banner! There’s a maturity to the songwriting that was only 

hinted at on the first two records, a redefining of their bouncy hard 

rock sound with elements of the blues, soul and a home-grown sound 

which isn’t a million miles from what a lot of the modern country 

artists are peddling – fear not however, this is primarily driving hard 

rock at its heart. Listening to tracks like ‘Hold Tight’ (which reminds 

me of Mk IV Purple at times), the funky ‘Love Magician’ or the 

brooding ‘Means That Much’ you can see in an instant why Jamison 

got the Survivor job, his power and versatility are head and shoulders 

above the rest even at that point. But rather than being a vocal 

showcase (good as the vocals are) this is a proper band album filled 

with classy, well executed songs … quite why this got shelved is 

kinda moot, but hey even the best part of 40 years later it sounds 

excellent. A must have for 70’s MHR aficionado’s. 
 

Vandenberg’s Moonkings 
MK II 

 

 Have to say I’ve been looking forward to this one for several 

months now. My first brush with Adrian Vandenberg came in the 

early 80’s just as my journey into the delights of post NWOBHM 

European hard rock and metal was kicking into high gear. Been a fan 

of his playing and songwriting ever since I first heard ‘Heading For 

A Storm’, right the way through his Whitesnake days and the much 

underrated Manic Eden until the here and now and Vandenberg’s 

Moonkings. Their eponymous debut released in early 2014 was a 

rootsy, bluesy classic hard rock affair which echoed greats like Led 

Zeppelin, Bad Company and Whitesnake whilst offering a smattering 

of something slightly more 21st century a la Alter Bridge. Picking up 

for the most part where the debut left off, sophomore outing ‘MK II’ 

once again explores those 70’s roots which so inspired Adrian as 

youngster … only this time the production is beefier, the delivery 

more convincing, the hooks are bigger and the songs even more 

memorable. Once again fronted by the warm and soulful classic rock 

roar of Jan Hoving (who sounds even better than he did on the 

debut), what really struck me was just how much better the songs 

connect with their intended target audience straight out of the box. 

Moody and powerful one minute, soulful and reflective the next, cuts 

like ‘Angel In Black’, ‘The Fire’, ‘Ready For The Taking’ and 

‘Tightrope’ grab you by the short n’ curlies and squeeze until the 

pips are bone dry. With retro doing even bigger business than ever 

before these days, Vandenberg’s Moonkings seem poised to take a 

significant piece of the pie with a set you’ll want to hear again and 

again. Can’t wait to see ‘em live…  
 

Steve Walsh 
Black Butterfly 

 

 Steve Walsh is a legend, simple as that. His time with US pomp / 

prog titans Kansas helped to redefine the very essence of US rock n’ 

roll, his recorded legacy an impossibly high target most aspiring 

musos have absolutely no chance of even getting close to. When he 

bowed out of the Kansas line up a few years ago most assumed that 

would be it, but no, having hooked up with guitarist / composer 

Tommy Denander back in 2015, he’s ventured back out into the 

world with a new solo album, the magnificent ‘Black Butterfly’. 

‘Solo’ album might be stretching it a bit (although I can see why it 

would be marketed thus) as Angelica / Pinnacle Point man Jerome 

Mazza sings on three tracks (as well as duetting with Walsh on 

storming opener ‘Born In Fire’), but as Walsh was actively involved 

in all the writing and sings on a good two thirds of the songs we can 

let that one pass. So what can you expect from ‘Black Butterfly’? 

Well, much more AOR focussed a la Steve’s early 80’s band Streets 

than the pompous prog of classic Kansas, it nevertheless leaves most 

pretenders trailing in its wake. Vocally speaking, for a guy in his late 

60’s Walsh sounds remarkably well … lower register for sure, but 

the tone and timbre is still instantly recognisable. Not surprisingly 

(given the Denander connection), they’ve added ‘The Piper’ from the 

last Radioactive album, but it sits well within the context of the rest 

of the album, and as for Mazza, at times he sounds like classic Walsh 

so I can also see why they got him involved. Factor in a brash, 

effervescent production, and tracks like the aforementioned ‘Born In 

Fire’, ‘Dear Kolinda’, ‘Winds Of War’ (with Mazza), the clipped 

‘Tanglewood Tree’ or the drama infused ‘Warsaw’ really do jump 

out of the speakers and tickle your nether regions. Might sound 

greedy, but could we have some more please! 
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 If you are looking for more than 2 or 3 items then please send your list by e mail or letter (see Enquiries) and we will endeavour to get back to 

you as soon as possible. Nothing will be ordered without your confirmation. 
 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

 Full payment in advance is required for all special orders as these cannot be cancelled (our suppliers policy) once placed.  
 

ENQUIRIES: 

  All written enquiries must come with an SAE. 
 

CANCELLATIONS/RETURNS:  
 You may cancel your order within 14 days of receipt of goods. Any goods being returned must be in a saleable condition (as supplied) and 

postage costs must be borne by you. Sealed items cannot be returned once opened and we will not accept them. 
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